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Name: ________________________ Date: ___________________ 

 

 

 

1. What do Berlin’s parents do for work?  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

2. Cam’s father drives a taxi at night to help which people?  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. What is the name of Bee’s three-legged cat?  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

4. What does FNMISA stand for?  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

5. In what town is Pink Mountain Pizza located? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

6. How do workers at Pink Mountain Pizza earn extra money on top of their wages?  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

7. What special does Cam create that includes an extra bone-shaped pizza for customers’ dogs?  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

8. What does Jessie want to do for a living? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

9. What does the Michif word “Maarsi” mean?  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

10. What does the Cree word “wapiti” mean?  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

11. What is the full or legal name of Bee’s former best friend, Quinta? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

12. How are Berlin’s social media posts seen as anti-black racism?  

_______________________________________________________________________  

13. What does Cam propose to Joe as an alternative to selling to the Poseidon Group? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

14. Does pineapple belong on pizza? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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Answers: 
 

1. What do Berlin’s parents do for work?  

They are both doctors 

2. Cam’s father drives a taxi at night to help which people? 

To help keep vulnerable/Indigenous/2SLGBTQIA+ people safe 

3. What is the name of Bee’s three-legged cat? 

Snapdragon 

4. What does FNMISA stand for? 

First Nations, Métis & Inuit Student Association 

5. In what town is Pink Mountain Pizza located? 

Canmore, Alberta 

6. How do workers at Pink Mountain Pizza earn extra money on top of their wages? 

Through sales of specials that they create 

7. What special does Cam create that includes an extra bone-shaped pizza for customers’ dogs? 

The Pupperoni 

8. What does Jessie want to do for a living? 

Welder  

9. What does the Michif word “Maarsi” mean? 

Thanks or thank you 

10. What does the Cree word “wapiti” mean? 

Elk  

11. What is the full or legal name of Bee’s former best friend, Quinta? 

Quintana-Roo 

12. How are Berlin’s social media posts seen as anti-black racism?  

They cause people to criticize Joe, the owner who is black 

13. What does Cam propose to Joe as an alternative to selling to the Poseidon Group? 

To let Cam buy on a rent-to-own basis, to keep the business as it is (locally owned) 

14. Does pineapple belong on pizza? 

Yes…or no. The author believes it does but answers will vary and that’s okay! 


